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Destination.
The new workplace includes 
a range of inviting spaces that 
free us to express ourselves. 
Whether joining forces or 
concentrating alone, we seek 
destinations that will support 
our creativity with comfort 
and soul. Lagunitas creates 
a soft landing. Build unique 
work settings with a single 
lounge system of seating, 
screens, tables, and power 
elements. 



Social and collaborative.
As people become more mobile 
and social in their work together, 
companies are drawing on the 
communal cultures of cafes and 
lounges to create relaxed places for 
longer conversations and informal 
gatherings. Lagunitas provides an 
alternative setting for the friendly 
connection that can lead to focused 
collaboration, away from the 
traditional conference room. 



Posture perfect.
Once the meeting ends, 
participants don’t have to 
change locations to shift to 
the next phase of work. An 
articulating back cushion easily 
changes position to provide 
adjustable lumbar support for 
different postures. Lean back 
for casual work; lean forward 
towards a table for longer 
periods of productivity.

 Carved-out storage and built-in power support the 
transformation from a lounge into a work setting.

Space-defining.
Working solo or in the company 
of others, a little privacy can do 
a lot of good. Lagunitas creates 
an intimate space within a public 
room. Tall panels, in knit or 
fabric, keep the thinking in  
and distractions out.

  A touch-down destination for focused work. 
Lagunitas Focus Nook optimizes space within the open plan, 
while allowing users to stay centered and free from distraction.





Collection.
From the conventional to 
the casual, Lagunitas adapts 
to changing workstyles and 
shifting work postures.

Lagunitas Enclosed Booth with 
Booth Connector Screen, 26"H 
Work Table and PowerPod

Lagunitas Work Tables
26"H lounge height compatible with Lagunitas Lounge, 
Chaise and Bench. 28.5"H standard height compatible 
with Coalesse standard height seating.

Lagunitas 3-Seat Lounge with Personal Table

Screen
High or low, the screen adds varying degrees 
of privacy. Available in fabric or knit.

Lagunitas 3-Seat Chaise

Materiality
Select from a range of knit, fabric and two-tone 

options to make a statement or blend right in.

PowerPod
Compatibility converts a table 
into a charging station.

Lagunitas 3-Seat Chaise and 2-Seat Lounge

Articulating Back Cushion with Handles 
Shifting between focused and informal work modes 
is as simple as lifting a handle, built into every  
articulating back cushion.

Comfort is Designed to Increase Over Time
Comfort wrinkles are a natural and intentional 
characteristic of large upholstered products to enhance 
comfort over time. Smooth the cushion fabric with your 
hands to minimize the visual appearance, as needed.

Lagunitas Bench

Bench
Offered in 1, 2 and 3-seat configurations, 
the bench is the foundational element for 

any Lagunitas application.

Power
Power modules support the 

lounge, chaise and bench.

Power
Power modules are available for 
easy access to power in a variety of 
configurations and colors.

Wire Management
Light grommet conveniently routes  

on-surface light to power source.

Lagunitas Focus Nook
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Product Features

A. Knit screen available in new 17-color palette.
B. Fabric screen available in one or two-tone options.
C. Articulating back cushion handle available in contrast fabric.
D. Integrated power options-seating, shown with USB  
power module.
E. Integrated power options-tables, shown with Powerpod. 
F. Integrated power options-tables, shown with USB power module. 
G. Veneer edgeband detail. 
H. Laminate edgeband detail.
I. Table base and column with hidden wire management 
through column.
J. Storage beneath seating to temporarily stow belongings.
K. Focus Nook lighting grommet supports an on-surface light.
L. Focus Nook cable management magnets neatly manage 
cords to the floor.

Details

Seating Components
A-C Benches
D-G One Seaters, Low and High Screens
H-K Two Seaters, Low Screens
L-P Two Seaters, High Screens
Q-T Three Seaters, Low Screens
U-X Three Seaters, High Screens

Booth Connector Screen
Y  Screen 50H x 38.5W

Tables
Z-CC Work Tables 26H
DD-EE Occasional Tables 28.5H
FF Personal Table 25H 
GG Focus Nook
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Note: All lounge and chaise configurations are available  
right and left-handed. Right-handed shown.


